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Interløpers Newsletter CLXXX
Editorial
by T HE E DITOR
Welcome to the Summer Issue of the Interløpers Newsletter. A packed Spring season behind us saw both Scottish and
British Champs up North, and some surprising results at
the BUSA university championships. Lorna won the Gullane
Rock, but failed to rock up to the presentation. Plus all your
favourite, and least favourite, regular features. Katherine
Ivory has led a successful grant application, you can read
about it below, and special thanks to subeditor Katherine
for suggesting the title of this section. And I found our resident genialogist, Mr Inverarity, is also a qualified genealogist. Who knew?
The editor under Jane’s thumb.
— Graeme

The thoughts of Chairman Max
Well I originally half wrote this in a field in deepest
darkest Gotland, a Swedish island in the middle of the
Baltic, where it positively wasn’t baltic but very hot. "Why
were you in Gotland?" I hear you ask, all will be revealed
later...
Anyway I think this Chairman’s Chat is supposed to
be about the club not my Summer wanderin... so thanks
to everyone who came to the AGM. Committee members were duly elected and thanks given to all that have
helped the club over the last year. The Gullane Rock was
presented to Lorna Eades (who unfortunately couldn’t be
there).
Do have a read of the minutes if you get a chance. And
please don’t be shy if you’d like to contribute to the committee. Not only do you get to steer the future direction
of the club but you get unlimited tea/coffee and biscuits
at meetings!
Hopefully someone has written about this - but those
of us Interlopers that were fortunate to participate in
Venla/Jukola in Finland it was great wasn’t it? A particular highlight for me was as ever the naked showers
and shared hot tub where you sit watching the rest of the
race on a big screen at 4am in the morning clutching a
cold beer...
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The next big team event will be the CompassSport
Cup so make sure you have this in your diary (21st October Cannock Chase). Have fun out there and stay safe,
or you might end up like our page 3 pinup and esteemed
Club Captain, masquerading as an Ent rather than an Int
(see Lord of the Rings...)

Max wonders who stole his tennis racket
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Why were you in Gotland?
by M AX C ARCAS
Well I was orienteering of course! Actually I was there
being a minibus driver/ barbeque maker extraordinaire/
coach (sort of - "don’t do as I do, do as I say") and general
dogsbody for the Scottish Junior Orienteering Squad aka
Scotjos on their summer training camp. Elizabeth Furness was our able leader assisted by Moira Laws, Alison
Matheson, Rona Lindsay (ESOC), Phil Vokes (LUOC) and
Calum Mcleod (EUOC) and about 25 juniors. The Gotland terrain is quite unlike mainland Sweden so I am reliable informed and very good for training. Here is an
example map, showing the general lack of detail:

The tricky bit on this "Windows (hard)" exercise (Windows 95?) is that the blank bits had green, yellow and
white terrain on some of the legs which meant that not
only did you have to think about your bearing and pacing
but also pacing in different terrain on the same leg!
We also really fell on our feet compared to normal
Scotjos accommodation - we stayed at the Gotlands Bro
club house, which has all mod cons, showers, projector
(good for watching JWOC (well done Matt Fellbaum for
the silver on sprint!) and World Cup (some were very
pleased that ’ABE’ won...), barbeque, views from the balcony out to the sea, fantastic sunsets and a beach... tough
life! We did a number of training exercises and competed
in a local event, the Gotlands 2 daggars (2 days) and the
Gotlands 3 daggars, which conveniently are separated by
one day... there is no doubt a reason why it’s not called
the Gotlands 5 daggars but there you go.

Great ESOC Controls of our time
by L UKA M ODRIC , SE PART

Actually this was a training exercise but the real map
isn’t much different. The white is runnable - but not as
you know it - lots of stuff to block your view and confuse
your direction. The light green is generally urgh, the dark
green is ’forget it’, the contours are there - but hardly 2.5m contours, not many of them, blink and they’re gone
- and there are lots of rocks, cairns, black pits, brown pits,
black crosses and brown cross... there are paths but easily missed. (Black pits are rocky, brown pits are earthy.
I’ve forgotten the difference between black crosses and
brown crosses...) The vegetation boundaries are good except when they’re not. The open marshes are good to follow although they’re not wet. In short you have to use
your compass - a lot - or risk going horribly wrong. Here’s
another training exercise - little bit easier than the above
one, but not much:

Thanks to james for that one

multicols
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British Champs
by M RS M OUNTBATTEN

We was delighted to see our forest filled with orienteerers. One’s hope to take the W90 award was thwarted
when the grandchild chose that day to get married, and
we had to listen to what the Bishop said to the Actress.
One understands that the forest was at its magnificent
best and that one’s former loyal servant Stephen Nicholson created some splendid courses
One also congratulates Interløper’s silver medallists
David Ivory (M12) and Alex Carcas (M20E) and the multiply victorious Ross family Thomas (1st, M14B) Matthew
(1st M16B) and Mary (1st, W45S)
We understand that some of your members had some
difficulty with the concept of the nut tree. This is not an
instruction, it is in fact a tree on which grow nuts.
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Sprintelope

Our award-winning series, voted the best Wednesday night
urban orienteering in the East of Scotland
This year’s Sprintelope series features 17 events, with
3km and 5km options, every Wednesday night from April
to August. ELO gave us some sunny evenings out in
East Lothian at Longniddry, Musselburgh, North Berwick,
Haddington and Ormiston, ESOC chipped in with Bush
Estate, Bruntsfield, Queensferry and Blacket while Interlopers staged events including a "Tour de Carparques" in
South Edinburgh, unveiled a "New Area" at Meggetland,
the return of a old favourites at Hunter’s Tryst and Dean
Village. Defending Champion Max has had some injury
niggles this year, and it looks like young Ben Brown of
ESOC will take the honours. He was confident enough to
volunteer to maintain the scoring webpages. The series
reaches it resounding climax with a William Ivory production at and around Astley Ainslie. An old favourite,
but William’s no old dog and has a few new tricks up his
sleeve.

Looking a bit like a skeletal monster, which area is this?
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Appealing Children
and Unappealing Old Men
by WANDA R AISEPHARELY

A
storming start at the relays
Our team (Matthew Ross/Thomas Ross/Ben Squire)
won the Junior ad hoc at the British Relays was mysteriously disqualified this year. Allegedly, this was because
Ben (Pat’s grandson) is a member of NOC, but there’s no
rule in the ad hoc that you have to be in the same club that’s rather the point! After an appeal, the powers that
be have reinstated them - congratulations!
Meanwhile, the 4th placed M50 relay team of David
Eades, Graeme Ackland and Colin Eades was made noncompetitive after Colin owned up to repeating in public.

Scottish Champs

Just a week after the British, it was off up north for
the Scottish. The individual saw a win for David Ivory
(M12), silver for Ben Ross (M10), bronze for Lucy Ward
On to the relays by the seaside in sunny Roseisle.
(W10) and Lorna Eades (W50).
Some cunning planning pitched the mass start into a
Claire Ward did some stuff too. Resting up, Mapgeektricky area of low visibility and technical contours, and
ing, taking a gel, ploughing relentlessly through the mud.
carnage predictably ensued.
Eschewing W40, taking on several W21 internationalists,
Claire is now the Scottish Elite Champion.
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Stoat, Weasel & Otter Jokes
Otter-spotters! - it might look like doggerel, but how
many weasel-related references can you find?

Something more catchy than
"Grant Funding from Registers of
Scotland"
by KATHERINE I VORY

I must tell it.
This totally undecorously
undermined my offer!
It was not a lot, and
you easily had some inkling.
Sublime art ended when TAY ran
grease onto wool:
very nasty bad germs.

Interlopers has been awarded grant funding from
Registers of Scotland (RoS) under its community benefits scheme. The money will go towards purchasing new
equipment (such as new banners), map printing and promotional materials such as new welcome packs to support the Come and Try It series of local events and so
help widen participation.
As the government body responsible for land and
property registration, RoS is the authoritative source
of information on land ownership - something of considerable interest to event organisers, for example.
RoS is developing a new portal for citizens, and professional users, to improve access the information it
holds- ScotLIS, Scotland’s Land Information Service - via
What did the cold weasel really want to be?
https://scotlis.ros.gov.uk/ . Launched in October 2017,
it allows you to search and access property information
A little otter
such as the title number, as well as see the location of the
property and other information such as purchase dates
What’s the difference between a stoat and a weasel?
and prices. Scotlis will continue to evolve based on cusA weasel is weaselly recognised and a stoat is totally dif- tomer feedback - e.g., with plans for the development of
ferent
an interactive map for the future. For more information
on RoS or Scotlis, contact Katherine Ivory.
How to you know that a stoat’s been poisoned?
Because it’s easy to DEETermine
How do you cheer at a weasel race?
Go Ferret!
Why was the thief carrying an otter and some ducks?
Because he’d just robbed a bank
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Msixtysomething
by C OLIN I NVERARITY

The genial genealogist
This issue’s epistle, you will not be surprised to hear,
is being written under false pretences. I have traversed
the great divide and am now technically msixtyfivesomething. That 5-year grouping which defines a lot of elderly
orienteers’ thoughts has changed. For me, it presents a
somewhat brief opportunity to climb a wee bit higher up
the respective rankings although ultimately it ends up in
dismal failure for a variety of reasons - injury usually being the main one. So now I am in that year where theoretically I should have the benefit of being the new kid
in the forest for a year glorying in my youthful advantage
over my fellow orienteers. If my ranking position does improve it is not so much because I am now better than my
new rivals, I generally remain as useless as I always am,
but more because I’m not being embarrassed by the exploits of Messrs. Tullie, Dean and Petrie. I think it is safe
to say that Scotland is not blessed with an abundance of
male orienteering talent aged 65 but it has a hell of a lot
aged 64. So, there should be one year when I’m not finishing about an hour after the aforementioned athletes. We
say our sport is mainly about us competing against ourselves, the challenge of us interpreting the map and navigating the terrain effectively, but a lot of it is how we fare
compared with our friends. The friendly rivalry which exists in orienteering is a large part of the sport. I’m filled
with admiration for how John, Martin and Donald can
get around a course so quickly and an equal amount of
loathing because IâĂŹm not getting any closer to them.
I have been orienteering a bit this year and my performances have been fair in the main. I’ve completed most
of the ones I’ve entered although my times have not been
very distinguished.
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I ended up chatting with Mr Daly at a couple of Saturday Series events we were helping at about the vagaries
of age and he shared that an ongoing injury is affecting
his weight and his training so curtailing his orienteering
although he still seemed to dash fairly spritely around
Polkemmet the other day. I haven’t seen him for a while,
but I’m sure that ’Hopalong’ Lee would probably share his
sentiments on injury as well. There is hope for those of
us of advancing years though when we look at the experiences of Pat Squire, esquire. Not so many years ago he
could be seen regularly hobbling around courses, which
any sane person watching him thought was in extreme
discomfort. After years of finishing behind him it took
serious injury for me to start overtaking him, but that
didn’t last for long. A couple of hip replacements later
and ’Grandad’ as I refer to him, is a new man zipping
around woods, hills and streets much faster than me.
I remember seeing him after his operations outside the
McEwen Hall taking a lunchtime beginner’s running class
and wondered whether I should sign up.
My latest run was the SOSOL at Moncrieffe Hill
which ended in dismal failure. On an uncharacteristically
scorching hot day I got hopelessly out of touch with the
map, I could feel a large blister developing on my heel
and I was wading through nettles and thistles waist deep
and I was less than halfway round and feeling miserable. Cowardice being the better part of valour for me, I
cut my losses and hobbled back to the finish. Wednesday
night Sprintelopes have provided some welcome light relief. I seem happier running round streets these days, but
I seemed to be managing a nagging hamstring around
Meggetland and Ormiston. Much to Mr Eades surprise
I actually turned up at Vogrie one Saturday morning,
months after stating my intention to do so, and my lack
of fitness was highlighted by my plod around which finally aggravated my injury to propel me back again to
the physio. My misery was compounded when my wife’s
friend, who has no background of running but has embraced Parkrun with a vengeance, rang up to say she had
managed a PB around Portobello. On looking up her time
I descended into the slough of despond when I discovered
it to be some minutes faster than me. It will be a while
before I go down to the Figgate Burn Park and challenge
her. Perhaps things will get better by the next issue.
P.S. Apologies to Robin Strain, Les Dalgleish and Ian
Pyrah who also ran faster round Vogrie than me and disprove my observation that Scottish orienteering is devoid
of any talent aged around 65. It was just artistic licence
on my part for the purposes of cheap amusement. Mrs
Strain beat me also!
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Junior News: SCOTJOS Inverness
Training Weekend
by A NGUS I VORY
In May, five intrepid Interlopers (Sam, Pippa, Angus,
Mairi and Fiona) trekked up to intrepid Inverness for a
SCOTJOS training weekend. Apart from Pippa, we had
been invited to come for a taster weekend with some existing members of the squad and some new people from
other areas. On Saturday we trained in an area near Inverness, with various exercises including compass work,
following a corridor on the map and distance. (not how
to avoid falling into waist-high bogs though!) We stayed
at Inverness Youth Hostel, where Inter-areas was 2 years
ago, for the night. Most people had ordered the starter
for dinner, but perhaps had second thoughts after being
presented with mushroom soup! In the evening we discussed the map for the upcoming British Championships
at Balmoral, looking at the area and drawing our own
maps with the index. contours on.

Lights out around 10:30 with one lucky dorm being
given the privilege of getting up early to come and set up
breakfast (you can guess whose dorm it was!) On Sunday
we went to Littlemill, a nice area with some big ridges
and deep marshes. There was a selection of courses to do,
with some of us getting shadowed by the coaches. One
exercise which I enjoyed (and is attached above) was the
’trains’ course. In groups of 5 or 6 we would go round like
a relay, starting 10sec behind each other, and do each 2-3
control section, aiming to catch the person in front of you
up. After lunch we had a race - ’Tick Tock’, the clock relay.
In pairs, one person would use the shared map to go and
place a kite on at the control site (which were arranged
in a clock) and then come back. The other would then
go and retrieve it and put it at the next control site, and
so on. Each team started at different points on the clock,
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and were split clockwise/anticlockwise, but you still had
to be careful to pick up your control! It was a fun and engaging weekend overall, with lots of chance to train and
meet up with orienteers from the other areas.

Nippy Nippers
Building on some good SOL and JK results (see last
newsletter), Interloper Juniors have had a busy Spring.
This could be a promising year to come: roll on the Junior Inter-Areas competition at the end of October and
surely a chance now for East will shine!
SUCCESSES
British Champs - Balmoral, May 2018
David Ivory M12 2nd
Scottish Champs - () May 2018
M10A Ben Ross 2nd
W10A Lucy Ward 3rd
M12A David Ivory 1st
M14A Angus Ivory 5th
W18E Mairi Eades 5th
Scottish Relays, Roseisle
Age 44Logan, Angus, David - 3rd (just 10s behind second)
Pippa, Thomas, Fiona - 5th
Matthew, Laurence, Leah - 6th
Age 36Ben, Lucy, Sam - 5th
Scottish Schools
June 2018, Pollok Park, Glasgow - lots of INTs on the
podium
David Ivory 2nd p7 boys, Sam Bartlett 3rd Angus
Ivory 2nd S2 boys (and GHS won the S2 boys team) Fiona
Eades 1st S2 girls Pippa Carcas 2nd S3 girls
Jamie Stevenson Morrone Birchwood, Braemar 17
June 2018
A diminished INT gang of Angus, Fiona, Max, Sam,
and Joseph - minus Pippa and Mairi who were at the
Venla, and others away doing Duke of Edinburgh etc etc
etc.. 1st for Angus on Light Green boys, beating MAROC
on their home territory.
SUMMER CAMP SELECTIONS
Several INTs were invited to join the May ScotJOS
training camp in Inverness - Mairi, Fiona, Angus and
Sam, along with Pippa as an existing ScotJOS squad
member.
This summer will see various of them off to various
other fun places:
Lake District talent camp - Pippa
JROS Lagganlia - Angus
Stockholm - Mairi
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Euro City Tour
by R AY S INGH

Long ago, in a city not so far away, your Editor was
looking for a ruse to get some people to an event. Inventing a series always works well, so I sent a few emails
and the City Race Euro Tour was born, with Edinburgh,
Porto, Barcelona and London. Having served its purpose,
I forgot about it, but now I’m excited to see its in its fifth
year and still delivering top events around the Continent.
And after more careful negotiation, it seems we’ll still be
eligible to take part after brexit!

A Merry Dance
by PAT S QUIRE

Merida in Spain is a medium sized city (pop. C
60,000) to the west of the peninsula. It is the capital of
the country’s Extremadura region. It is particularly noted
for having extensive and well preserved Roman remains
for which it was granted UNESCO World Heritage Site
status in 1997. It can be reached from the UK from Lisbon, Madrid or Seville followed by either lengthy coach
or train journeys. Recently (25th / 26th May) it was also
the location for the 2nd leg of this yearâĂŹs City Race
Tour, an annual series of , mostly, urban events in various locations around Europe. I chose the Seville plus bus
route there and back on the basis of flight timings together with an opportunity to spend some time in both
Merida and Seville for non-orienteering sightseeing.
The format for the weekend was a middle distance
race on Saturday followed by the city race on the Sunday.
The Middle distance was held at Torremocha to the
north of Merida. Four of us who did not have transport to
the event squeezed in to one of the organisers’ cars after
meeting at 7.15am!
First glance of the map revealed a splodge of black of
various shapes and sizes. This was going to be a rocky
area and so it proved to be. Most of the controls were
on rock features of varying size but usually quite identifiable. After some initial caution I was able to realise that
the area was navigable and that the map was precise and
accurate. Even the unusually hot and sunny weather was
not too much of a distraction. The ability to sunbath after
finishing was an added bonus!
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The Merida map is typical of terrain in central Spain. How
would you find Number 8?
The City race the next day involved depositing a suitcase at the Finish first of all, followed by a trek through
part of the competition area (control codes note!) to the
pre start at a skate park on the north of the city. From
here we had a taped route of 800m or so to the Start
which was at the foot of remains of one of the 3 Roman
aqueducts in the City.
The course was long and hot with a varied mix of long
and short legs. The layout of the City does not lend itself
to intricate urban orienteering, so for most legs the decisions were about picking a route through the lanes and
trying to minimise climb. There was a section in the middle of the course which involved dead running between
controls with virtually no route choice available âĂŞ a
good time to admire some of the Roman architecture! For
me the Finish came after around 9k of running so the opportunity to sit and enjoy a beer in one of the cafes in
around the town square and watch others complete their
courses was a welcome bonus.
Further events in this year’s series are scheduled for
Ypres, Rome, London, Manchester, Girona and Funchal.
Watch this space to see which ones I end up at!
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Events report (June 2018)
by PAT S QUIRE , E VENTS C OORDINATOR
Three Saturday events and 3 SprINTelopes plus contributions to World Orienteering Day and Firhill HS Induction Week. This is the very basic summary of the
Events that we, as a Club, have been involved in since
April (last Newsletter). An impressive list I think and
all due to the efforts of many club members. Thanks
are due to Ken , Paul Ann, Graeme and Jane for planning and/or organising these events plus much gratitude those of you who were able to come along and
help on the day. Still to come for 2019 we have Saturday series events at Kings Buildings, Almonddell, Braid-

Sat 4th August
Sat 1st September
Sat 6th October
Sat 3rd November
Sat 4th November

burn Valley Park and Mortonhall and SprINTelopes based
in Dean Village, Mortonhall, Pathhead and Astley Ainslie
and, as a finale to the year the INTrepid weekend with
a SOUL in Livingston and a SOSOL on Dechmont Law.
Lead officials are in place for many of these events but
we are still requiring Organisers and Planners for the INTrepid events and of course, on the day helpers will be
required for the CATI’s, SOUL and SOSOL. Please contact
Pat (patsquire@yahoo.co.uk ) to offer your services. We
will also be one of the lead Clubs for this year’s Junior
Inter Regional Championships which are being held over
the weekend of October 27th / 28th in Forres (relays)
and Roseisle (individual). Claire and Katherine will be
looking after organisational matters whilst Colin Eades is
doing the planning.

Almondell
Braidburn Valley Park
Eliburn
Livingston
Dechmont Law

W.Lothian
Edinburgh
W.Lothian
W.Lothian
W.Lothian

CATI
CATI
CATI
SOUL
SOSOL

Table 1: Proposed INT fixtures for the summer. Other events at the searchable BritishOrienteering site at
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/page/event

Access to Edinburgh O maps
by I NTOMAPS @ GMAIL . COM

Intomaps is a shared google drive account where you
can find a selection of maps, cunningly concealed behind
a "shared with me" tab. It got in a tangle when I moved all
the maps to the front page, only to find they were copies
which swiftly went out of date :(. You’ll need the interlopers password to log in, and if you can’t work it out
from that, just ask the editor or one of the helpful staff
at c ackLandSurveys. You can open the maps in OCAD,
OOmapper or CONDES. Use the maps for training, events
or whatever, all I ask is that if you find any errors you report them back so I can keep the maps up to date. Drawing stuff on the map and sending a photo is a fine way to
do this. Better still, update the maps yourself and put the
new version onsite - but please use the existing symbols
set and don’t import dozens of new symbols.

Training Runs
by K EN D ALY

Club Terrain Training occurs every Thursday, summer
or winter, rain or shine. The programme is on the Club
website. We typically run for around an hour in various
locations, mostly around the southern edge of the city.
It’s all very sociable: if we have enough people, we’ll split
into faster and slower groups, otherwise, we ’regroup’ every so often. And once a month we aim to head off for
a pub meal afterwards. If you want more information,
have a chat with one of the ’regulars’: Ann, Graham, Ken
or Paul.
Dates and places continually updated on the club
website.
Some of the files cover large areas (Edinburgh, Livingston). For events there, cut out the section you want
and make your own borders, titles and legends. Remember to feed back corrections to the master version.
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And finally... a load of old pollocks
by Y ERTIZ
What is it, and where else is it mentioned in the newsletter?
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